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WINNING
STREAK
Tweenhills’ first-season sire
Hot Streak recorded his first
Stakes win as Flaming Princess
took the Listed Prix Cavalassur
at Deauville. Congratulations to
her owner The Cool Silk
Partnership, breeder Linacre
House Limited and breeze-up
consignor Dunsany Stables.

BRAVE AS A LION

ANOTHER SPIRITED STAKES WIN

As you might have seen, Roaring Lion
is recovering from two emergency
colic operations in New Zealand,
where he had been due to cover at
Cambridge Stud. As things stand he’s
making excellent progress so we’re
keeping our fingers firmly crossed.

Qatar Racing’s Kick On
– a son of Tweenhills
stallion Charm Spirit –
landed his second
Stakes success in the
Gr.3 Sovereign Stakes
at Salisbury. He showed
a great attitude to
beat Gr.1 winner
Accidental Agent.

STAFF
PROFILE

Kick On was bred by
Shutford Stud and
bought as a yearling
by David Redvers for
135,000gns.

Xander Brown
Stallions
So Xander, tell us about yourself…
I grew up in Stroud and worked on a
livery yard aged 12. I graduated in Equine
Science & Thoroughbred Management
from Oxford Brookes in 2017 and have
since worked at several studs, starting
at Tweenhills last December.
How was travelling with Zoustar?
It was so interesting though quite
stressful at times as you are solely
responsible for an extremely valuable
stallion – and electrical storms/plane
malfunctions meant the journey took
40 hours! Zoustar was an absolute pro.
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Now you’re home, how do you relax?
I’m not sure it’s relaxing but my girlfriend
bought a 3yo National Hunt store horse
which we’re in the process of riding away
for next year. I’m also the proud trainer
of a rescued Doberman!

